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The Excalibur Ventures oil exploration case against two US oil companies shows the risks of third-party 
funding
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The king of litigation held court last night when Lord Gold —

formerly David Gold, senior partner of rough-and-tough

Herbert Smith — convened a reception at the Palace of

Westminster. The City’s dispute resolution specialists turned

out in their droves. It was a rather special occasion. Lord Gold

chairs the recently launched Balance Legal Capital and it was

an opportunity to show oH his new entrant to the third-party

litigation (TPL) scene.

There could be no better time to do so. Only last week the

multimillion-pound Excalibur Ventures oil exploration case

blew up in the face of speculative investors, illustrating the

dangers for those who venture into this complex area.

However, while scaring oH amateurs, Excalibur underlined, as

Christopher Bogart, chief executive of Burford Capital,

commented, the “complete acceptance of litigation finance

funding [by the appeal judges] as an integral part of today’s

justice system”.

And, by implication, the case added to the lustre of the

professional TPL funders — including members of the

Association of Litigation Funders (ALF). “I would only ever

consider referral to a member of the ALF, the independent

body charged by the Ministry of Justice with the

self-regulation of litigation funding in England and Wales,”

said Gordon Dawes, of Mourant Ozannes.

So the arrival of the highly experienced Lord Gold on the TPL
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slow. Ten years ago, when the ALF was founded, the

prediction was that there would be 20 members by now. The

number is half that: persuading investors to put money into

litigation has not proved easy for start-ups.

For those with the right skills and persistence, however, the

results have been good. Typically a funder will collect 25-50

per cent of the damages recovered. For example, Calunius,

which is run by Leslie Perrin (also the chair of the ALF),

manages £200 million of litigation assets and has serial

investors. “The big challenge is to reach a critical mass,” says

Perrin. “It is not enough to be a good litigator to be a litigation

funder. You need to be a good litigator [to pick the right cases

to back] and you also need to be a banker.”

Nonetheless, the driving force for TPL remains simple. Going

to court for commercial cases is massively expensive, and for

many businesses is now unaHordable. “English justice is

increasingly pricing itself out of the market — look at the

volume shifts in arbitration to places like Singapore and

Dubai that used to be done in England,” says Bogart. “I predict

that in five years’ time, every corporate CFO and general

counsel will be exploring financial alternatives for costly

litigation.”

And as Simon Kamstra and David Engel, of Addleshaw

scene is another clear endorsement of third-party funding as
an important route to justice. Progress, however, has been



“All these venues are in competition against the traditional

venues — London, Paris, Stockholm, etc — for the world’s

arbitration disputes, so they wish to be seen as keen to

support and embrace the new options,” says Kamstra.

TPL funders are now approached by lawyers on behalf of

potential litigants. “The litigation funding market has

diversified from funding one-oH ‘big ticket’ commercial

litigation to providing funding solutions to a much wider

spread of types and sizes of claims,” says David Hall, of

Burges Salmon. “As a result, litigation funding has become an

important consideration for solicitors in the majority of

cases.”

TPL is predicted to take oH in Scotland too. “Litigation

funding in Scotland has always been possible,” says Robert

Rothkopf, of Balance Legal Capital. “It’s now been

recommended by the Taylor Review [the Scottish equivalent

of the Jackson Review]. We’re talking to firms in Scotland,

because there is a need for third-party funding there. It will

be a matter of finding the right cases.”

In some of those cases, TPL is virtually the only way to get

lift-oH. “For insolvency practitioners, for example, whose

estate is lacking the necessary funds to bring a claim,

litigation funding is the ‘only game in town’,” says Marius

Nasta, of Redress Solutions.

However, as he points out, only a small minority of the cases

have the potential to be adopted. “We are looking for claims

Goddard, point out, international arbitration centres such as
Hong Kong, Dubai and Singapore are moving towards TPL.
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ingredients are missing, we won’t invest in it. There is no

point in funding a case that is good, but hopelessly pleaded; or

one which may result in a judgment in the claimant’s favour

that cannot be enforced.”

For the lawyers, there can be dangers. Vernon Dennis, of

Howard Kennedy, warns: “Lawyers in this arena need to

acknowledge that, like it or not, they’re working for two

masters. Acting for the claimant with disregard to the

commercial imperatives of the funder will result in ruination

for all.”
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with clear and good merits, solvent defendants, attractive
returns and a credible legal team to run them. If any of these




